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RS-R Australia are now the sole distrbutor in Australia. With the launch
of the new RS-RAUSTRALIA.COM website.
We are working to establish the already famous brand / reputation in
Australia making RS-R a world wide name in the suspension industry.
We strive to create only high-performance / high-quality products that do
not exist in offerings from other companies. We do that by actively
embracing the trial of motorsports competition such as drag racing, N1,
sprints, drifting, rallies and Super GT

Monotube Piston
The mono tube piston relieves discomfort from
push up due to is unique design. Due to its
large diameter the valving shim can be made to
suit any vehicle type
Damping force Adjustment
Adjusting the damping force enables you to
change feel of the shock absorber for your ride
comfort. From street to circuit upto 36 levels
of damping force let you choose your driving
experience
Oil
The quality of oil used in coilovers is
extremely important due to the intense heat
created by the movement of the pistons.
We use top grade high temp resistant oil &
a chosen viscosity for each coilover
Springs
RS-R coilovers use the best selling Ti2000
spring which is extremely light and durable. it
comes in 3 different spring rates allowing you
to choose the ride that suits your suspension
needs
Upper Mount
The Sports*i coilover kit features a steel plate
& rubber bush upper mount to minimize noise
and friction.
*Pillowball uppers are available as a option

RS-R Camber Adjustable Pillow-Ball Upper
Mounts, replace default bushing upper
mounts for quicker steering response &
camber adjustment

Damper Specification
The ideal damping force differs between each
vehicle. Stroke rate, rebound & compression
are considered to give the best handling for
track or on winding roads but still ensure
maximum comfort in all driving situations
Overhaul Available

*Some ride quality & comfort will be lost due to swapping the Urethane Bushing Upper Mounts for the Pillowball Uppers.

Black
When looking good just isnt good enough this is
something the Black*i series coilovers has been
specially designed for
To perform at extreme vehicle drop levels while
maitaining a smooth and comfortable ride,
Theres no reason why you cant drive in comfort,
and achieve that desired low stance look
Coilovers function in a particular way. The ride
height, preload, valving, and spring rates should all
work together to provide a Unique type of ride
Taking them out of their recommended height
range can cause imbalance and undesireable
ride quality, especially when you want the car
to be low,extremely low! Thats where the RS-R
Black*i coilovers are the leaders in the current
Australian market, as they allow you to lower
your car to levels most coilovers are incapable of
Black*i are specially designed with short stroke
shocks. The damping force and spring rate are set
to hard to stop body roll, give the driver sharper
handling and more control while maintaining low
ride height
Black*i has been developed based on a
completely different concept to the conventional
i*SHOCK series.When it is shipped it is set to give
90-100mm minimum clearance*
The special design allows a much wider range of
ride height adjustment than the conventional
i*SHOCK Series, While still maintaining all the
fetures of the Sport*i - Monotube pistons, Ti2000
springs, upto 36 way adjustable damper with high
quality strut tops and warranty to match

**Please Note: RS-R will not be held accountable for damage
caused by the ride height being altered by other factors,
such as time related deterioration or due to misuse.
RS-R will only be held responsible for defective products.

Overhaul Available

Best*i uses the same
technology and
construction that we
developed for Super*i
which is RS-Rs top of
the range model

Luxury Best*i is one
of our more popular
coilovers and is
designed for luxury
sedans.
We have used the
knowledge and
knowhow gained
from developing our
Sports*i top of the
range series to
develop the
Luxury Best*i.

The basic concept and
design used for Best*i
are the same as those
used for Sports*i,
However by using more
reasonably priced parts
and oil we can offer
this high quality coilover
at a reasonable price

The Luxury*i uses a
mono-tube internal
piston, also including
upto 36-way
dampening force
Base height
adjustment giving
the driver the
freedom to choose
their preferred ride
height.

They include a
Mono-tube internal
piston, with upto 36way dampening force,
Base height adjustment
giving the driver the
freedom to choose their
preferred ride height
with out changing ride
quality

Overhaul Available

We also incorporate our
superior Ti2000 springs
for superior ride comfort
that other companies
cannot match.

They also incorporate
our original Ti2000
spring for superior
ride comfort that
other companies
cannot match.

Best*i is versatile and
can be supplied to a
wide range of vehicles
from large minivans to
compact cars.

Luxury Best*i is
versatile and
covers a wide range
of different sedan
type vehicles.
Overhaul Available

*1 Some vehicle models do not have full length adjustment
*2 Some vehicle models have 24 levels of adjustment

Superior Quality
The Titanium alloy we use in manufacturing is ideal
for suspension kits and is extremely light &
durable. The material is of the highest quality that
the Ti2000 springs are backed by a Lifetime warranty
Uncompromised Riding Comfort
The Ti2000 gives the driver that lowered look without
compromising ride quality, but you still feel the handling
difference. With the use of Titanium in the Springs they
have the ability to be lighter, stronger, thinner and contain less coils in each spring, so short stroke shocks are
not needed and thus wont void your Factory Warranty!

Coating
Ti2000 uses a paint which is a 2 part epoxy
coating. Epoxy coatings have excellent resistance
against corrosion and their protective coating and
high gloss appearence are great protection against
colour fade. Using this hybrid polyester epoxy paint
brings Ti2000 performance to the next level
Materials
Due to the new materials used in Ti2000 we have
been able to make a highly durable suspension coil
with a smaller diameter and fewer spring coils.
Because of this, it has become possible to reduce
the weight by more than 2kg per set!
For example for the standard suspension used
in the Lexus is200, Four coils have a weight of
9.3594kg whereas four Ti2000 coils weigh only
7.0398kg. That is a 2.3196kg or 24.7% difference
in weight
Due to the reduced weight the spring is able to
respond to movement quicker which improves
traction and steering response
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Number 1 selling suspension in Japan
Products produced by TMC CO., LTD and
manufactured by NHK SPRINGS CO., LTD
During the production and manufacturing
process for the springs, we use durable alloys,
carefully selected materials and the latest
technology and facilities to ensure the products
we produce are of the highest quality
For cold form, we use SWOSC-B and SAE9254 to
deal with the various specs associated with this
method. Tempering (heat treating) is the most
important process in providing a durable spring,
therefore we have designed our method to keep
the temperature presetting stable, We apply the
stress beforehand in order to decrease
deterioration. They are closely managed during
the production process using a magnetic particle
tester and visual observation to ensure the
products we release are of the highest possible
quality
Price Durability Guarantee
Thanks to RS-R positioning themselves as the
No.1 supplier of aftermarket suspension kits, we
are able to offer a wide range of high quality
suspension products at the lowest possible price
At RS-R suspension, we invest in innovation.
By ensuring we continue to use and develop the
newest technology, All RS-R Coil Springs come
with a 3 year / 50000km guarantee
The knowledge we have gained through many
years of developing coil technology, has enabled
us to achieve maximum compression in our
springs.
This allows us to provide the lowest
possible ride height without reducing quality,
handling or ride comfort

RS-R Down Springs are RS-Rs biggest selling product and improves driving performance
by increasing the spring rate by 30-50%. This not only gives the driver the lowest
allowable ride height, stylish stance but also excellent cornering capability
& increased control.
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